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Achievements and challenges in ESG markets1
Financial markets can support the transition to a more sustainable and fairer economy by
influencing firms’ funding costs. To explore this mechanism, we study the extent to which investors
respond to signals about the environmental or social benefits stemming from given projects or
firms. We find evidence of a carbon risk premium: debt from entities with a higher carbon
footprint trades at marginally higher yields, all else the same. We also document that investors
are willing to pay a social premium – which we refer to as “socium” – when a firm issues a social
rather than a conventional bond. The magnitudes of the carbon risk premium and socium are
modest but non-negligible in some industrial sectors and market segments. Some obstacles –
such as “ESG washing” – stand in the way of further ESG market deepening, limiting contributions
to sustainable development.
JEL classification: Q01, Q5

Climate change and rising concerns over social issues have put the spotlight on the
environmental costs and social disparities generated by economic activity. While
climate-related concerns were first to come to the fore, the Covid pandemic has
drawn attention to social considerations.
Financial markets – and in particular the markets for assets with environmental,
social and governance (ESG) benefits – can play a key role in mitigating environmental
externalities and social disparities. ESG markets have the potential to influence the
allocation of economic resources by adjusting firms’ funding costs. For this
mechanism to work well, two conditions need to be met. First, there needs to be
reliable information about the ESG benefits generated by projects and firms. Second,
investors need to be responsive to this information.
Given such potential, policymakers have joined the general public in encouraging
market participants to support the transition to a sustainable economy. For example,
the Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) – representing 100 central
banks and supervisory authorities – explicitly seeks to “mobilise capital for green and
low-carbon investments in the broader context of environmentally sustainable
development”.
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Key takeaways


Bonds from firms with higher carbon emissions tend to trade at marginally higher risk-adjusted yields,
with the size of this carbon premium being larger for firms within energy-intensive sectors.



Investors are willing to pay a premium at issuance for social rather than conventional bonds
denominated in the US dollar or the euro: a “socium”, which corresponds on average to more than a
one-notch credit rating upgrade.



Ensuring that ESG markets rest on robust foundations, which include reliable taxonomies, is essential
for their contribution to sustainable development.

This special feature explores two questions related to financial markets’ role in
the transition to a more sustainable and fairer economy. Is there evidence that market
participants respond to signals about the environmental and social benefits of
projects or firms? What are the major roadblocks standing in the way of further ESG
market development, and what are some possible solutions?
Our main contribution is novel empirical evidence on whether financial markets
reward activity with perceived ESG benefits and penalise actions perceived to be
harmful. In particular, we add to the fast-growing literature on climate risk in financial
markets (see Giglio et al (2021) for a review) with evidence on the pricing of this risk
in corporate bond markets. We are also among the first to shed light on whether
bond markets pay attention to social issues.
We highlight three takeaways. First, we find that bonds issued by “browner” firms
– those with higher carbon emissions – tend to trade at marginally higher yields on
secondary markets after adjusting for credit risk. This probably reflects the preference
of environmentally responsible investors. That said, the magnitude of the impact –
the so-called carbon risk premium – is generally quite small and reaches nonnegligible levels only for firms in energy-intensive sectors.
Second, we show that social bonds denominated in the US dollar or the euro
have been issued at a price premium compared to standard bonds. There is thus a
social premium – which we refer to as “socium” – in a market segment that grew more
than fivefold between 2019 and 2021.2 On average, the socium corresponds to a
rating upgrade of more than one notch.
Third, we emphasise the importance of reliable information for ensuring that ESG
markets rest on robust foundations. We review roadblocks undermining trust in ESG
designations and possible solutions, including efforts already under way.
This special feature is organised as follows. We first provide an overview of ESG
markets. We then discuss how investors respond to signals about projects’ or firms’
role in environmental and social issues. We conclude by highlighting the importance
of reliable ESG information for ESG market development.

2
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While the carbon risk premium goes to the investor (compensation for bearing higher risk), the
socium goes to the issuer (reward for being socially responsible).
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ESG markets: an overview
Awareness of environmental and social issues has been rising in recent years. Overall,
the broad ESG topic has become more relevant for investors, with the term “ESG”
increasingly mentioned in large companies’ earnings calls (Graph 1, left-hand panel).
This partly reflects mounting environmental risks associated with climate
change. 3 As a result of rising global temperatures, adverse weather events have
become more frequent over the past three decades (Graph 1, right-hand panel). In
addition to these physical risks, climate change also poses transition risks – which are
related to regulatory measures, changes in consumer preferences or technology that
may impair the viability of particular sectors.
At the same time, the Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the pervasiveness of
social disparities. For instance, firms receiving public support have come under
scrutiny over their labour practices.4 More generally, there is evidence that investors
are paying increasing attention to social issues in the post-pandemic world.5
In parallel, a growing number of private and public initiatives have emerged to
foster sustainable finance – investment products and services that intend to support
the transition to a more sustainable and fairer economy. Many of these initiatives
focus on improving investors’ information about the ESG benefits generated by

ESG issues have become more relevant for investors as risks have increased
Awareness of ESG risks
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News coverage of climate change or global warming from 127 sources (in newspapers, radio and TV) across 59 countries in seven different
regions around the world. 2 News mentioning the terms “social inequality” and “social unrest” in the Bloomberg news feed. 3 Number of
companies in the S&P 500 citing ESG in earnings calls. 4 Includes extreme temperature, drought and wildfire events.

Sources: Bloomberg; Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences; EM-DAT; FactSet; authors’ calculations.

3

We abstract from other sources of environmental risks, such as pollution, loss of biodiversity, etc.

4

See Neilan et al (2020) and FT (2020) for a discussion.

5

According to a BNP Paribas survey, 70% of the investors responding after the pandemic’s outbreak
are concerned with social issues, compared to 50% pre-pandemic. See Basirov et al (2020).
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projects and firms (see Box A for examples).6 Some manifest themselves as a rising
number of entities supporting climate-related risk disclosures: a fivefold increase
since 2018 (Graph 2, left-hand panel). There are also efforts to mobilise private and
public capital in support of broad ESG goals.
Against this backdrop, the markets for ESG assets are booming. The outstanding
amount of “labelled” bonds – use-of-proceeds bonds to finance projects with
environmental or social benefits – has risen more than tenfold over the past five years,
and now stands at more than $2 trillion.7 Green bonds account for the lion’s share of
this amount (Graph 2, centre panel). Assets under management (AUM) in funds that
self-identify as having ESG mandates have also grown manyfold over the last five
years, and now stand at about $2.4 trillion (right-hand panel). ESG mutual funds hold
mostly equities (more than 60% of AUM), followed by bonds (around 20%).

ESG markets are booming

Graph 2
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(TCFD). 2 Firms’ share in global equity market capitalisation. 3 Bonds are classified according to ICMA criteria: green = raise funds for
projects with environmental (E) benefits; social = raise funds for projects with social (S) benefits; sustainability = raise funds for projects with
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1

Sources: FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures; World Bank; Climate Bonds Initiative; Dealogic; Environmental Finance Bond
Database; EPFR; authors’ calculations; BIS calculations.

6

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) is also active in this area. The BCBS has recently
published a set of guidance principles for banks on the issue of management of climate-related risks:
see BCBS (2021).

7

Issuers typically follow market-based guidelines (eg ICMA principles) to label their bonds, depending
on the use of proceeds. Securities issued to finance projects with explicit environmental benefits (eg
retrofitting an existing building for energy efficiency) can be labelled as green. Bonds raising funds
for projects with specific social benefits (eg providing social housing, delivering affordable basic
infrastructure like electricity or sanitation or essential services like access to healthcare or education,
supporting employment) can be labelled as social. Sustainable bonds finance projects with a mix of
environmental and social benefits. Third-party verification is not required. What is required in
addition to disclosing use of proceeds, however, is that the proceeds be ring-fenced for the specific
project that the security was issued to finance. Importantly, labelled bonds differ from so-called
project bonds in that the cash flows of the former are backed by the entire revenue stream of the
issuer.
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The footprint of retail investors in the ESG fund segment is rising, as indicated by the
growing AUM of passive funds (ETFs). Like mutual funds, ESG ETFs also focus primarily
on equities.
Market developments also reflect the increased prominence of social issues since
the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. Social bond issuance has surged recently,
with outstanding amounts growing more than fivefold between 2019 and 2021
(Graph 2, centre panel). Such securities tend to be issued by supranationals (33% of
total amounts outstanding), sovereigns, government agencies and development
banks (46%), as well as corporates (21%). Most social bonds are issued in either the
euro (67%) or the US dollar (15%).
In interpreting these market developments, it is necessary to keep in mind that
the term “ESG assets” covers a wide range of investment products, with a universally
accepted, standardised classification yet to emerge. For instance, the ESG designation
can be self-attributed by the very firms issuing securities (eg labelled bonds) or by
asset managers marketing their investment products.8 Alternatively, the designation
may be assigned by a specialised provider of ESG ratings, with firms’ voluntary
disclosures providing a key input. When it comes to exposures to climate-related
transition risks, such providers and investors seem to be converging on disclosed
carbon emissions as a reasonable proxy.9 But there is no similar metric when social
aspects are involved.

ESG preferences and the cost of debt
ESG markets have the potential to reallocate resources to economic activities that
generate fewer environmental externalities and social disparities. A precondition for
this mechanism to work is that market participants respond to information about the
extent to which a given asset is associated with such activities. Part of this response
may have to do with the information’s relevance for assessing the asset’s riskiness, ie
if assets yielding such benefits are perceived as less risky, all else equal. In addition,
the response may work through a preference channel. Investors committed to
supporting sustainability goals might have a preference, all else the same, for assets
that they perceive as helping to achieve those goals.10
We look for empirical evidence that the preference channel matters – over and
above any risk considerations – for the costs of debt finance in two ESG market
segments. In E space, we study the impact of a firm’s carbon footprint on its
borrowing costs, which we approximate with secondary market bond yields. In S
space, we examine how the “social bond” label affects a bond’s yield at issuance
(primary market).

8

In selecting their investment portfolios, some asset managers follow the UN Principles for
Responsible Investment.

9

Physical risks are harder to quantify, not least because they depend in complex ways on firms’
geospatial characteristics. Existing literature seems to suggest that physical climate risks are not
priced in correctly; see Hong et al (2019) and Murfin and Spiegel (2020) for examples.

10

In the language of Pedersen et al (2021), the preference channel corresponds to “ESG-motivated”
investors.
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Box A

Public support for ESG markets: an Asian perspective
Michela Scatigna, Dora Xia, Anna Zabai and Omar Zulaica
Environmental and social issues are particularly acute in the Asia-Pacific region. The region has experienced
about 40% of all global climate disasters over the last three decades. Moreover, it was hard hit by the pandemic,
which exacerbated social disparities. Against this backdrop, policy authorities in the region have stepped up
their efforts to address environmental and social issues. This box takes stock of recent developments in Asian
ESG markets and provides an overview of policy efforts to foster such markets.
The development of ESG markets in the Asia-Pacific region is well under way. The region accounts for about
20% of global outstanding amounts of labelled bonds. The year to date has seen strong issuance, up 66%
compared to 2020 (Graph A1, left-hand panel). The region is also well represented in the nascent ESG
securitisation markets, with a 20% share (centre panel).

Asia-Pacific ESG bond markets are booming on the back of official support
In billions of US dollars
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1

Several regional authorities are deploying a wide range of measures to actively foster ESG markets. The
People’s Bank of China (PBoC) has taken the lead in the development of taxonomies, issuing the Green Bonds
Catalogue and joining forces with the EU to standardise taxonomies across different regions. New Zealand has
made climate risk disclosures mandatory for banks and insurers. Hong Kong SAR has announced that climaterelated disclosures will be mandatory for listed firms and various financial institutions no later than 2025. In
addition, climate stress tests are under way or have been planned in several jurisdictions, including Australia,
China, Hong Kong, Japan and Singapore. The Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the Monetary Authority of
Singapore subsidise the issuance costs of green bonds and loans. Central banks in the region are also integrating
ESG principles into monetary policy and reserve management operations. Green bonds have become eligible
collateral for the PBoC’s lending facilities. The PBoC, the Bank of Japan and the Central Bank of Malaysia (BNM)
have announced facilities to subsidise loans to commercial banks that either support decarbonisation sectors
(PBoC and BNM) or purchase green bonds or extend green loans (Bank of Japan).
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In addition, regional and multilateral development banks have been playing an especially active role in
deepening ESG markets, particularly the labelled bonds segments. On the supply side of these markets, the
Asian Development Bank (ADB) and various government agencies in Korea and Japan have issued the bulk of
social bonds in the region (Graph A1, right-hand panel). Agencies and multilateral development banks are also
helping support demand for new ESG assets by mobilising private and public capital. The Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB), for example, has provided anchor capital for a fund dedicated to climate bonds. In
collaboration with the development financing community, the BIS is establishing an Asian Green Bond Fund, to
channel global central bank reserves to green projects in the Asia-Pacific region.
 The views expressed in this box are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the BIS.
Bloomberg, as of end-November 2021.

 Based on data from

 The ESG structured products segment is still small overall. At about $10 billion, ABS

backed by green and social bonds correspond to less than 1% of the outstanding stock of the underlying securities.

 For a full

review, see De la Serve, M-E, D Revelin and K Triki, “Green finance in the Asia-Pacific region: mobilisation spearheaded by central
banks and supervisory authorities”, Banque de France Bulletins, no 237, article 4, September 2021.

 For more details, see S Tiwari,

“Greening Asia for the long haul: What can central banks do?”, Brookings Institute Future Development Blog, October 2021.

The preference channel and the relative cost of debt in E space
Is there a carbon risk premium in corporate bond markets – one of the main sources
of firm financing? In other words, do investors demand a higher yield when trading
bonds issued by corporations with heavier carbon footprints? To answer this
question, we measure a firm’s carbon footprint through its carbon emissions11 and
use secondary market corporate bond yields to gauge investors’ response.12 We then
analyse the relationship between the two while controlling for credit risk and other
bond characteristics.
Our data set is as follows. We gather data on both direct and indirect carbon
emissions from Trucost. Direct emissions refer to emissions from production (also
known as “scope 1”). Indirect emissions refer to those coming from the consumption
of purchased electricity, heat or steam (“scope 2”). 13 For bond pricing, we use
secondary market quotes of option-adjusted spreads, provided by Refinitiv. We
assume that estimates of five-year probabilities of default (PD), provided by
Bloomberg, capture investors’ perceptions of credit risk. We thus use these estimates
to abstract from the risk channel and focus on the preference channel. Our analysis
focuses on US and EU companies and bonds issued by them. Box B provides further
detail on our empirical setup and reports additional results.
Considering firms in all sectors, we find that bonds issued by those with more
carbon emissions (“browner” firms) tend to have statistically higher risk-adjusted
spreads, even though the difference is economically negligible (Graph 3, left-hand
panel). Through the preference channel, a 10% increase in direct carbon emissions

11

We use carbon emissions in tonnes of CO2 instead of carbon intensities (calculated as the ratio of
emissions to revenue in USD millions). From an intuitive standpoint, a reduction in emissions intensity
may not be consistent with a decrease in total emissions, the ultimate environmental goal. Our choice
is consistent with the literature: see Bolton and Kacperczyk (2021) for an example.

12

Even though primary markets provide a more direct gauge of funding costs, secondary markets
reflect investors’ preferences at a higher frequency. To the extent that there is a reasonable alignment
between the two markets (a standard assumption in the related literature), our choice allows us to
work with richer information on funding costs.

13

Trucost also provides data on indirect emissions from the production of purchased materials, product
use, waste disposal, outsourced activities, etc (“scope 3”). We abstract from scope 3 data because of
concerns with the reliability of the underlying reporting.
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would lead to an increase of 2 basis points in corporate bond spreads for US bonds
and 0.7 basis points for EU bonds (Graph 3, left-hand panel). These results are orders
of magnitude smaller than the median spread in our sample, at 115 basis points. The
impact of indirect emissions is even smaller, at 0.7 basis points and effectively zero
for US and EU bonds, respectively.
That said, zooming in on firms in energy-intensive sectors – which we define as
energy, materials and utilities – reveals more material effects through the preference
channel. Indeed, the overall results are heavily influenced by other firms, whose
carbon emissions do not have a significant impact on their risk-adjusted spreads
(Graph 3, centre panel). By contrast, the impact within the set of energy-intensive
firms is not only statistically significant but also of non-negligible economic
importance (right-hand panel). In the case of US bonds in particular, a 10% increase
in direct carbon emissions would translate to a 6 basis point increase in spreads, which
corresponds to a rating deterioration of 0.3 notches. 14 The differentiated impact
across industries probably reflects investors’ greater scrutiny of firms traditionally
viewed as brown.
Taken together, we find some evidence supporting the presence of a preference
channel in E space. However, the economic impact is rather small. This could be
because the supply-demand imbalances arising from investors’ preferences are not
large enough to offset arbitrage forces that reflect purely financial considerations.

Browner firms face marginally higher risk-adjusted debt financing costs1
Option-adjusted spread change, in basis points
Full sample
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1

Sources: Bloomberg; Refinitiv Eikon; S&P Global Trucost; authors’ calculations.

14
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A one-notch rating change corresponds to a change to an adjacent rating, eg from A+ to A. Our
result is the average of individual notch changes across all bonds. To estimate each individual notch
change, we divide the 6 basis point impact by the difference between two (mean) spreads: that in the
bond’s credit rating and that in the adjacent rating, one notch below. Our sample is comprised of
bonds with ratings ranging from AAA to C on the Fitch scale.
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Box B

Estimating the role of carbon emissions in corporate bond spreads
We employ two panel regressions to examine the role of carbon emissions in corporate bond spreads. The first
provides our estimate of the preference channel and the second that of the risk channel.
To gauge the impact via the preference channel, we estimate the following equation:
𝑂𝐴𝑆 ,

,

𝛽

𝑃𝐷 ,

𝛽

𝑙𝑛 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ,

,

𝛾 𝑍,

𝐹𝐸

𝜖 ,

where 𝑂𝐴𝑆 , , is the option-adjusted spread for bond 𝑖 issued by firm 𝑗 at month 𝑡; 𝑃𝐷 , is the natural logarithm
of the five-year probability of default (PD) odds ratio for firm 𝑗 at month 𝑡; 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ,
are the oneyear lagged carbon emissions from firm 𝑗 (we use scopes 1 and 2 in separate regressions); 𝑍 , is a set of
contemporaneous bond-level control variables, including: duration, age, coupon rate, logarithm of amount
outstanding, bid-ask spread (a proxy for liquidity) and a dummy indicating whether a bond is callable or not;
𝐹𝐸 represents a vector of time, firm and currency fixed effects. In this specification, the coefficient 𝛽 ,
corresponds to the impact of carbon emissions through the preference channel.
To assess the impact via the risk channel, we examine how carbon emissions affect 𝑃𝐷 , estimates while
filtering out the impact of other firm characteristics:
𝑃𝐷 ,

𝛽

,

𝑙𝑛 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ,

𝛿 𝑋,

𝐹𝐸

𝜖 ,

where 𝑋 , is a set of firm-level control variables, including: size of assets, return on assets, debt/asset ratio,
retained earnings/asset ratio and capital/asset ratio, and 𝐹𝐸 represents a vector of time and sector fixed effects.
In estimating the regressions, we implement different sample splits. We estimate the two specifications
separately for US and EU firms (and bonds issued by them). In each case, we conduct one estimate with all
industrial sectors in the sample and then we split the sample in two by grouping firms in energy, materials and
utilities into an “energy-intensive” category and all the other firms into a separate category. Our estimates of
𝛽,
for the preference channel are shown in Graph 3 and discussed in the main text. Our estimates of
𝛽 ,
for the risk channel are presented in Graph B1.

Browner firms are perceived as slightly riskier
Default odds ratio change,1 in per cent
Full sample

Graph B1
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Sources: Bloomberg; Refinitiv Eikon; S&P Global Trucost; authors’ calculations.
1
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The results suggest that higher carbon emissions are linked to higher credit risk (Graph B1, left-hand panel).
The impact is slightly larger for EU firms and for direct carbon emissions. Furthermore, the risk channel effect is
not limited to energy-intensive sectors (Graph B1, centre and right-hand panels). Despite the statistical
significance of some of the results, the economic significance is very low. For instance, a 10% increase in US
firms’ direct or indirect emissions would lead to a 0.13 basis point increase in their bond spread.  The numbers
are comparable for EU firms.
 We use option-adjusted spreads to account for the optionality embedded in callable bonds, which account for 60% of our sample.
The logit transformation is a standard approach to account for the fact that default probabilities are bounded by 0 and 1 and are
likely to depend on firm characteristics in a non-linear fashion. We use default probability estimates generated by Bloomberg,
reflecting firm fundamentals (eg financial ratios) and asset prices (eg stock and CDS prices). We lag carbon emissions by one year to
reflect Trucost’s one-year release lag of carbon emissions data. We choose the bond-level control variables that are standard in the
literature; see, for example, S Gilchrist and E Zakrajšek, “Credit spreads and business cycle fluctuations”, American Economic Review,
vol 102, no 4, June 2012, pp 1692–720. We do not include oil prices in our set of control variables. While they influence corporate
bond spreads, especially in the energy sector, their impact is absorbed in the time fixed effect. There are also fixed effects at the
country level in the case of the European Union. Our carbon emissions data span the period from 2016 to 2020. Trucost does not
cover a comprehensive list of firms before 2016.
the risk channel by multiplying 𝛽

,

 We obtain the impact of carbon emissions on corporate bond spreads through

and 𝛽 .

The preference channel and the relative cost of debt in S space
Might investors value the social label enough to pay a premium for holding social
rather than conventional bonds? In other words, is there a socium?
To answer this question, we match social bonds issued by banks and corporates
between 2016 and 2021 with conventional securities that share similar risk
characteristics.15 For each matched pair, we compute the socium as the yield spread
between the social and conventional bond at issuance (that is, on primary markets).
We carry out the analysis at the security level because there is no equivalent to carbon
emissions in S space: market participants have not yet converged on a set of metrics
capturing the social benefits generated at the firm level.16
In matching bonds, we use several criteria in the spirit of Larcker and Watts (2020)
and Flammer (2021). We first try to match the social bond with a conventional bond
that is issued by the same firm. Within that firm, we look for a bond with the same
rating as and a similar remaining maturity to the social bond at the time of data
retrieval. If several such bonds exist, we pick the one whose issuance date is closest
to the social bond’s. Conversely, if no such bond exists, we look for a security that is
issued by a firm in the same sector as the social bond issuer and has similar
characteristics to the social bond (again, credit rating and maturity).
We find that investors are indeed willing to pay a socium. That is, social bond
yields at issuance are systematically lower than the yields on conventional bonds
(Graph 4, left-hand panel). The mean socium in the full sample is statistically
significant, at approximately 12 basis points. To gauge the economic significance of
this estimate, we express it in “rating-notch equivalents” following Baker et al (2018).17

15

Only 10 of the bonds in our sample were issued before 2019.

16

Others have studied the response of corporate bond yields at issuance to the green label with mixed
results. Examples include Ehlers and Packer (2017), who find a green issuance premium (“greenium”)
of 18 basis points, and Flammer (2021), who finds no evidence of a greenium.

17

For each matched pair, we computed the yield spread at issuance between the social and the
conventional bond and recorded the credit rating of the conventional bond (based on Bloomberg’s
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We find that the average socium corresponds to a rating upgrade of about 1 to 1.5
notches. The results are in line with market intelligence reporting that social bond
issues are oversubscribed (Bloomberg (2021)) – enough investors have a preference
for these assets to affect their issuance price.
We next investigate whether the socium is currency-specific. To date, most
corporate social bonds have been issued in euros (41% of amount outstanding),
followed by US dollars (23%), Japanese yen (16%) and Korean won (10%). Corporate
issuance in euros is associated with companies domiciled in the European Union
(95%), whereas about a third of dollar-denominated issuance has taken place outside
the United States. We split the sample by currency: one subsample includes bonds
issued in euros and dollars, the other in yen and won.18 For the first subsample, we
find the same average socium as in the overall sample: 21 basis points (Graph 4,
centre panel). By contrast, there is no socium for securities denominated in won or
yen (right-hand panel).
Taken together, our results in E and S space suggest that investors do respond
to signals stemming from carbon footprint data and bond labels. While some of the
effects are extremely small at present, ESG markets hold the potential to influence
the allocation of economic resources.

Issuing social bonds is less costly1
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Each dot represents yields at issuance on a matched bond pair. There are 24 bonds denominated in euros, 24 in US dollars,13 in Japanese
yen and 42 in Korean won. A difference-in-means test for the variable on the horizontal axis versus that on the vertical axis reveals statistical
significance at the 1% level in the left-hand and centre panels but no statistical significance at conventional significance levels in the righthand panel.
1

Sources: Bloomberg; authors’ calculations.

composite credit rating) on the coarse scale AAA/AA/A/BBB/BB. When the spread was negative
(positive), we divided it by the average yield difference between: (i) an index of bonds with the same
rating as the conventional bond; and (ii) an index of bonds with a one-grade higher (lower) rating on
the coarse scale. Multiplying this ratio by three (since there are three notches between adjacent
grades on the coarse scale) delivers an estimate of the rating upgrade (downgrade) implicit in the
social bond’s relative yield. The numbers reported in the text are based on averages across the pairspecific estimates of up-/downgrades. The underlying bond index data are from the ICE BofA Global
Corporate Index family and cover the past 10 years.
18

We aggregate by relevance of currency denomination in the corporate social bonds market. The euro
and the US dollar account for 64% of outstanding amounts. If we split the sample further to isolate
bonds issued in euros and dollars we still find evidence of a socium significantly different from zero
at the 1% level, but the two subsamples are very small (24 bonds each).
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Concluding observations
For ESG markets to support the transition to a more sustainable and fairer economy,
it is not enough that investors respond to environmental and social signals. Another
prerequisite is that these signals provide accurate ESG information.
Whether booming ESG markets rest on solid foundations remains an open
question, not least because of growing concerns about “ESG washing” – that is, a
misleading attribution of the ESG designation. These concerns are stoked by the
absence of universal taxonomies and standardised, mandatory disclosures. For
instance, ESG ratings are provided by a small group of agencies, which disagree as to
how to interpret firms’ voluntary ESG disclosures (Berg et al (2019)).19 This indicates
uncertainty about the ESG benefits reaped by retail investors piling into ETFs that rely
on specific ESG ratings (Graph 2, right-hand panel). Similar concerns apply to the
nascent ESG derivatives market, and in particular its index segment.20
Another issue is that the current ESG designation system might fail to align
incentives with broad environmental goals at the level where decisions are made –
the firm. This is particularly relevant when the designation is at the level of a security
(ie labelled bonds). Green bond labels are a case in point. For these labels to imply
emission reductions,21 the attendant projects would have to have a radical impact on
the activities of the bond issuer. However, issuance of green bonds does not
necessarily indicate a material reduction in carbon intensities at the firm level over
time (Ehlers et al (2020)).
Any ESG designation needs to rest on a reliable taxonomy. Accordingly, some
jurisdictions, notably China and the European Union, have already developed and
adopted sustainable finance taxonomies, while others are taking steps in that
direction (eg Canada, the United Kingdom). Classification systems have also emerged
from the private sector (eg the Climate Bonds Taxonomy). The emerging consensus
(G20 (2021)) is that, in an effective classification system, ESG assets will be those
whose environmental and social benefits are material and consistent with broader
sustainability goals (eg as set out in the Paris Agreement or the UN Sustainable
Development Goals).
It is also important to standardise ESG taxonomies and make them comparable
across countries. This is high on the policy agenda, as indicated by the G20’s
Sustainable Finance Roadmap and by the priorities of COP 26. Some progress has
already been made on this front. The European Commission and the People’s Bank
of China recently released their Common Ground Taxonomy, which identifies a set of
economic activities recognised as environmentally sustainable by both the EU’s and
China’s own classification systems.

19

Examples of ESG rating agencies include ASSET4 (Refinitiv), , ISS (Deutsche Börse Group), KLD (MSCI
Stats), MSCI, RobecoSAM (S&P Global), Sustainalytics, and Vigeo Eiris (Moody’s).

20

Global stock exchanges, including Eurex, Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), CME Group, Nasdaq,
Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), Euronext and Japan Exchange Group, have introduced
equity index futures and options contracts tied to ESG benchmarks (see ISDA (2021)).

21

Green bond labels can signal other environmental benefits than reducing carbon emissions (eg
promoting biodiversity or fostering processes that reduce consumption of natural resources).
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Reliable taxonomies rest on reliable and informative metrics, which are still in the
making. The metrics employed to quantify ESG benefits should be science-based (for
environmental benefits) or fact-based and verifiable (for social and other benefits).
While carbon emissions may be a reasonable proxy for the environmental benefits
associated with firms, open questions remain concerning carbon accounting for
sovereign or supranational issuers. Importantly, investors have not yet agreed on how
to quantify social benefits (ADB (2021)). Given the multifaceted nature of social issues,
it is likely that the quantification process will have to rely on a menu of (possibly ad
hoc) metrics rather than a single indicator.
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